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Photography has the power to engage by sparking the imagination, and eliciting a response unique to each viewer.  Spectra 
1 comprises work by 15 members from Gallery 44 Centre for Contemporary Photography.  This exhibition demonstrates 
varied interpretations of the photographic medium using both traditional and contemporary methods.  Responding to 
individual ideas of place, abstractions, portraiture and others, Spectra speaks to the diversity of artistic practice while 

celebrating 
connectedness within the photographic technique.
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Exhibition: 
November 11 - 22, 2020
Opening reception: 
Thursday, 
November 12, 6-9pm

SPECTRACONTACTPHOTOGRAPHY.COM   Landscape Illuminated by Sylvia Galbraith

Gallery 1313
1313 Queen Street 
West 



Arman Bahreini is a Toronto-based photographer working in analogue processes, such as medium format, Super 8 and instant film. Currently he has been 
drawn to creating work at night, capturing the often unseen and forgotten aspects of urban living. His work has been described as atmospheric and cinemat-
ic. Bahreini is a member of Gallery 44 and has participated in artist residencies across Ontario, recently at Artscape Gibraltar Point and Spark Box Studios. 
In addition to photography, he has studied Theatre at Humber College.

Arman Bahreini

armanbahreiniphotography@gmail.com | armantakesphotos.com | IG @armanalog
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Ammar Bowaihl was born in Saudi Arabia and lived there until the age of seventeen.  Upon arriving in Toronto, Canada he took a high school photography 
class and realized that he had an intense passion for photography.  Since then he has been shooting continuously with a variety of film and digital cameras 
and focusing on street photography while exploring Toronto’s diverse communities. The camera has allowed him to venture outside of his comfort zone and 
document the journey of adapting to his new home.

Ammar Bowaihl

ammarbowaihl@outlook.com | IG @ammarbowaihl
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Jeff Curran is a Canadian photographer who currently works and 
lives in Toronto. From an early age, he developed a passion for 
exploration, which later led to studies in photography. He decided to 
pursue this form of art inspired by the power images hold as a form 
of communication and their ability to invite an emotional response. 
Curran uses images to explore and communicate the complexities of 
everyday surroundings, his images holding memories gathered in his 
observations. As a photographic artist, his goal is to visually capture 
and tell a story that evokes feelings and draws the viewer into the 
scene. As he continues pursuing his artistic vision, each photograph 
represents a reflection of his journey. A member of Photographic 
Society of America, Curran’s work has been published and won 
numerous international awards, being exhibited in galleries in New 
York, London, Los Angeles and Toronto.

Jeff Curran

contact@jeffcurranphotography.com | www.jeffcurranphotography.com | IG @jeffcurranphotography
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Ulla Djelweh is a Toronto-based interdisciplinary artist and a graduate of the Ontario College of Art. She has consistently exhibited and sold her work since 
1985. In recent years, digital photography has become her medium of choice. A passion for travel and foreign cultures and her keen interest in landscapes, 
gardens and architecture often plant the seed for a visual story; a natural or man-made environment supplies her with an abundance of new subjects. Co-
lours, shapes and lines—often created by an ever-changing light and its reflections—might become the  trigger for a fresh idea. Current social and political 
issues are addressed at  times.

Ulla Djelweh

ulladjelwehart@yahoo.ca
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John Faragher is a Toronto landscape photographer. In his photography, he emphasizes capturing the serenity, beauty and majesty of landscapes that ap-
pear in a natural and unaltered state. In each photograph he places an emphasis on iconic elements of the landscape as seen in the water, lakes, trees, rock 
and wildlife of the Canadian Shield, the Great Lakes and the Niagara Escarpment. His work has been included in numerous group shows and featured in the 
Member’s Gallery at Gallery 44. Faragher works as an online visual arts teacher for TVO and the Independent Learning Centre. He is a retired photography 
and media arts teacher.

John Faragher

 johnfaragher@rogers.com
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Sylvia Galbraith is an Ontario-based photographer whose work includes landscape, documentary, and commercial photography. She employs a variety of 
methods; traditional analogue, digital capture and historical processes all come into play as dictated by a situation. Galbraith’s current practice is an explo-
ration of deep-rooted connections to one’s place of origin. As a child of immigrants, she considers the physical and psychological meaning of “place” (guilt, 
acceptance, ownership) and the stratification of experience. Her images form a conceptual study of the vital sense of belonging and community within the 
context of displacement, immigration and resettlement in lands that once belonged to others. 
Galbraith is drawn to some of Canada’s loneliest places, and has participated in residencies in Newfoundland, Banff and Northern Ontario. She teaches 
photography at Conestoga College in Kitchener, from her own studio in Fergus, and is frequently a guest instructor at venues across Canada. 

Sylvia Galbraith

info@sylviagalbraith.ca | www.sylviagalbraith.ca
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brianhart514@yahoo.com | bhpphotography.format.com

Brian Hart has been practicing photography for over 20 years with 
experience in Portraiture, Fashion and Nature Photography. He has 
attended Sheridan College for Applied Photography and Canadore 
College for Journalism where he discovered his love of photographing 
people and experimenting with darkroom techniques. He likes to show 
the relationship between how we imagine things to be as to how they 
actually are.  For Spectra, Hart Photography will be showing unique 
portraits using only infra red film which add a dreamy quality to the 
prints which will also be printed on fibre based paper. Hart Photogra-
phy has participated in several gallery shows in Toronto, Guelph and 
Ottawa and has been in several newspapers and magazines in Ottawa 
and Guelph. Hart Photography looks to continue to grow and learn 
from other artists and hopefully continue making strong images that 
will last.

Brian Hart
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Margit Koivisto is a Toronto-based photographer with a Northern soul.   She spent her childhood near Lake Superior and now draws inspiration from the 
Lake and the communities on her rugged shores. Her long-term project to document the current realities of these communities, many of which have lost their 
resource-based economies, is her ongoing passion. The images in this exhibition are part of this series. Koivisto’s work was recently juried into the Carmichael 
Landscape Exhibition: Tradition Transformed at the Orillia Museum of Art and History where it won the Juror’s prize.  For the past two years, her work has 
also been juried into the distinguished fundraisers of the  AIDS Committee of Toronto SNAP! Photography Auction the Robert McLaughlin Gallery RMG 
Exposed Auction where it won the Documentary/Photojournalism Award,  She is a member of Gallery 44 for Contemporary Photography, Riverdale Artists’ 
Network, and f8 Photography Collective, with whom she exhibits regularly.

Margit Koivisto

mkoivisto@sympatico.ca | IG @margitkoivisto
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IG @franklinlau

Franklin Lau spent 25 years at the top of the commercial media industry in 
Hong Kong. Now located in Toronto, Canada, Franklin has brought his skills 
and expertise to the Canadian market. 
He is known for capturing “the moment,” a true master at telling the story 
with a single frame with his delicate sensitivity. His instinctual ability with 
lighting and visual manipulation allows him to transform scenes to create 
truly unique and striking imagery dramatically. 
In the past four years, Franklin has had four major exhibitions in Canada, in-
cluding the Contact Film Festival. Combining his skillset and passion for art, 
Franklin has begun his career in the world of 24 frames per second. In Hong 
Kong, Franklin has been represented by Bleu Arc Pictures since 2004 for Film 
Direction. 
Currently, Franklin is working in the world of documentary film making. 
His latest production, “Flowers And Fruits,” premiered in July 2019 in Kelow-
na, B.C., which tells the story of early Chinese immigrants in the Okanagan 
Region.

Franklin Lau
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 silverhalide.chris@gmail.com | christinemack.com

Christine Mack’s photographs are an imaginative reinterpre-
tation of the flowers that populate her backyard garden. She 
presents us with a glimpse into the mystery and value of this 
wilderness. Through many stages, both planned and intuitive, 
Mack synthesizes plants with the light energy from machines 
to convert them into Photographs. She uses a  Photo Synthesis 
formula where plants, light and machines combine with the 
intellect and emotion of the artist. The artist’s process recreates 
the “energy rich” beauty of the planet while the images oxygen-
ate the soul for years to come. Mack has been a photographic 
artist and photo educator for over 30 years.  Her photographic 
art is found in both private and corporate collections.
“During photosynthesis in green plants, light energy is captured 
and used to convert water, carbon dioxide, and minerals into 
oxygen and energy-rich organic compounds.”  

Britannica Online Encyclopedia

Christine Mack
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sevres.babylone@gmail.com | sevres-babylone.com

Jack Martin is a music, street, and documentary photographer based in Toronto. A long-time member of Gallery 44, he has been exhibiting in its annual 
members’ Contact shows since 1998. Two series, “Mexican Photographs” and “jesus rides the bus: Pictures from El Salvador” were shown at Toronto’s 52 Inc.  
Past photographic projects have taken him to Haiti, Bolivia, Argentina, and India, but his current interests have him documenting the streets of Toronto, 
and music in Toronto, Austin, and Memphis. His music photography was the subject of a profile in Taddle Creek Magazine in 2007.  In addition to his print-
ed work, he maintains an online presence as sevres-babylone.

Jack Martin
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huw.morgan@gmail.com | magikrealism.com | IG @huwdonmills

Huw Morgan is a professional art and event photographer based in southern On-
tario. In his event photography practice, he specializes in photographing musicians 
and supporting non-profit arts organizations. In his art photography practice, he 
is working on images of Toronto that capture its dynamic nature—City in Mo-
tion—for a a solo show at the Members’ Gallery at Gallery 44 (March 2020). Huw 
has exhibited in group shows at Gallery 1313 (Spectra), Gallery 44, Rails-end Gal-
lery and Elaine Fleck Gallery. In 2017, he had a solo show at Kawartha Art Gallery 
featuring his Traces of Settlement project. 

Huw Morgan
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 joachimoepkes@gmail.com

Joachim Oepkes is a multi-media artist and fine art photographer. 
He is known for his narrative driven portraiture, large scale media 
installations, and documentary style abstractions. For the Contact 
Photo Festival 2020, his artwork is entitled “Hello Heads”. Images are 
assembled figurations or abstract portraits, alluding to religious and 
historical narratives.
 
Several artworks by Joachim Oepkes are collected by Gallery Arcturus, 
a private Canadian art foundation in Toronto. He has participated 
in solo and group exhibitions at Gallery Arcturus, Gallery 44, Gallery 
1313, Connections Gallery, Pleasure Dome, Gladstone Hotel, Sheridan 
College, and OCAD. As well as being an independent artist, Joachim 
Oepkes has had a long career as a renowned art teacher at Sheridan 
College (1987 - 2014).

Joachim Ocpkes
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sungrifter101@gmail.com | www.sungrifter.com | IG @sungrifter

Vikram Singh is an artist from Amritsar, Punjab and is currently pursuing his bachelor’s degree in Toronto. His images have a certain sense of mystery and 
are often surrounded by a cloud of anonymity. This is his first exhibition outside India.

Vikram Singh // one



drewwilliamson86@gmail.com

Drew Williamson is a commercial and fine art photographer based in Toronto. At an early age, while living in Alberta, he developed a strong interest in 
photography but never considered pursuing it as a career. He chose instead to study Marine Biology at the University of Victoria but after completing 
first year he began to seriously consider pursuing the study of his first passion - photography - and so attended Ryerson in Toronto. After graduating 
from Ryerson, most of his career has been spent in the commercial photography world.  He has returned to what originally attracted him to photography 
- his passion for expressing a story in a medium that transcends the barriers of the written or spoken word. Williamson’s approach to taking each photo-
graph is a visceral one; he is always examining his vision of the world through his photography. Since pursuing this passion, his work has been selected for 
juried exhibitions in both Canada and the U.S.

Drew Williamson
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Spectra 2 is a group exhibition by members of Gallery 44 Centre for Contemporary Photography who have a spirit of com-
munity and a passion for lens-based art. Curated by Jessica Thalmann, the work meditates on the ways we see, embody and 

remember the places around us, often making visible what cannot literally be seen in the urban and natural landscape.

// two

Exhibition: 
November 25 to
December 6, 2020
Opening reception: 
Thursday, 
November 26, 6 - 9 pm

SPECTRACONTACTPHOTOGRAPHY.COM   Dawn by Janne reuss

Gallery 1313
1313 Queen Street 
West 



Sarah Comfort is a Toronto-based visual artist and 
a member of Gallery 44. Her current work combines 
lens-based media and alternative photographic pro-
cesses with elements of collage to subtly confound and 
complicate presumed understandings related to image 
and form. She is a graduate of the MFA programme at 
Concordia University and has been an artist-in-res-
idence at sites including the Banff Centre, MASS 
MoCA, and Women’s Studio Workshop. Her recent 
solo show in the Gallery 44 Members’ Gallery was 
titled “More Than This” (2019). 

Sarah Comfort

www.sarahcomfort.com
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Photo artist DNA Dodds is no genius. He may not even be particularly bright. However, he approaches his subject matter like a man carrying a camera. Is 
there such thing as bad photo art, or just good photo art which misunderstood? DNA Dodds delves into this issue repeatedly - to the dismay of some. DNA 
Dodds is not derailed by the dictates of the glitterati. His work is semi semiotic. DNA Dodds’ work is a pictographic walk on the mild side.

DNA Dodds

 dnadodds.com
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Courtney Fairweather is a multi-media artist who has studied and shown her work both in the Netherlands and in Canada. She is a member of Gallery 44 
and holds a BFA in Visual Arts (2017) from York University. Her primary medium is photography. For Spectra 2020, Fairweather has developed a body of 
work in which she conflates natural, built, and imaginary environments to create interdimensional landscapes in order to challenge popular constructs of 
reality. 

Courtney Fairweather

cfw@yorku.ca | IG @cfairweatherx
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Richelle Forsey is an artist and urban explorer. She is currently experimenting with creating photographs about photography using the materials, tools and 
techniques of photography, and also capturing enigmatic and beautiful moments in the deterioration of the built environment. The works offer space for 
contemplative wild imagining and slow looking. Forsey is a founding member of the photo collective the TLR Club (2004). Her work has been exhibited in 
Canada, the U.S. and abroad, as well as collaboratively in the Scotiabank Contact Photography Festival and Scotiabank Nuit Blanche. When she is not 
traveling, Forsey lives and works in Guelph, Ontario.

Richelle Forsey

richelle.forsey@gmail.com | www.richelleforsey.com | IG @richelle4c
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garsonnin@outlook.com | @ericgarsonnin

Eric Garsonnin has two aims when he produces photographs, 
one is to find beauty, the other is to waken spirits in one’s 
imagination. Sometimes both aims are met. He is an active 
member of Gallery 44 and shows his prints through their 
functions. Facebook carries his daily shooting. He has also 
produced eight issues of Zest, a magazine of photographs.

Eric Garsonnin
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eliza_moore@yahoo.com | EccentricMontage.com | T @EccentricMntage | IG @mooreeliza

Eliza Moore is a documentary and art photographer based in Toronto. Her work in urban design, architecture and project management creates the context 
for careful observation and documentation of development and conservation in the city, and the infrastructure behind it. Current works in progress are 
set in the Toronto waterfront and around the Great Lakes. For Contact 2020, Moore explores some of the large energy infrastructure projects in southern 
Ontario that support the urban population. Moore’s work has been shown at Gallery 44 and the Rectory Gallery on Toronto Island, and in numerous group 
shows in Toronto and Montreal.

Eliza Moore
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elsienisonen@gmail.com | www.elsienisonen.ca  | IG: @elsienisonen

Elsie Nisonen is a lens-based artist in Toronto. Her works explores light, 
materiality, humanity, layering, and storytelling. It resides between 
memory and truth, the liminal spaces where reality and fantasy are 
intertwined. Growing up in a high rise, our three-bedroom unit was a 
cozy home. From outside, such complexes seem sterile and hive-like. But 
the representations of high-density living do not reflect the lives lived 
in these spaces. In the photographic series, Apartment Complex, the use 
of condensation and fog —like breath revealed—shows the humanity 
amongst the built environment and provides a peek into intimacy. Elsie 
has studied Photography at Ryerson University and OCAD, and earned 
her BA at University of Toronto. She has participated in many group 
shows including the inaugural Low Res Show at Gallery 44.

Elsie Nisonen
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atiapokorny@gmail.com | www.atiapokorny.ca | IG @pokornyatia

Atia Pokorny, a native of Prague, has lived and worked in Toronto since 1982. Her work, based on a lifetime engagement with architecture and art, increas-
ingly focuses on experimental approaches to her lens-based art. Pokorny’s use of digital interventions and manipulation of finished photographs by folding, 
cutting, and collage specifically applies to her exploration of memory and to examination of what is remembered and what is imagined. As a member of 
Gallery 44, she had a solo exhibition, “Space Revisited”, in the Members’ Gallery in 2016, and has participated in numerous group shows such as “On Process 
and Practice” (2017), and “Memory and Photography Lab” (2019). For her fifth year in the Contact Festival, Pokorny gets inspiration from Italo Calvino’s 
Invisible Cities and explores how the two places in which she has lived her life, Prague and Toronto, have been indelibly imprinted on her psyche.

Atia Pokorny
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info@artjanne.com | www.artjanne.com | IG @jannereuss

Janne Reuss is a multidisciplinary and conceptually-driven artist. In her 2019 series Rewriting the Story, she combines photography and painting, creating 
ambiguous spaces that evoke imaginary and spiritual landscapes. Her work explores the human condition of freedom and confinement and addresses the 
idea of transformation and sense of belonging. She studied Fine Arts at the Academy of Art & Design in Stuttgart, Germany, and History of Art in Mexico 
City, where she was born and raised. Her work is held in private as well as public collections: The Donovan Art Collection at St. Michael’s College, Toronto, 
Canada (2013), and the Municipal Gallery Ostfildern, Germany (2008).

Janne Reuss
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lilis@rogers.com | www.lilisch.com

Lilianne Schneider is a self-taught photographer, born and raised in Peru and living in Toronto since the late 1980s. She is influenced by the rich experimen-
tal film scene in Toronto and her various travels abroad. They have forged her sensitivity for the environment that surrounds her. She is constantly looking 
for photographic subjects in the streets where society and the richness of the cultural landscape converge. Photography opens her mind to experiment and 
recreate scenes that might go unnoticed to others. For Contact 2020 she presents Caral Invisible, a body of work that reflects on the emptiness of a place 
occupied at one time in history by the first civilization of the Americas—an invisible city within a city.
Her work has been shown by the Patrons for Arts of Peru at Toronto City Hall, at the Gallery of the Peruvian Consulate in Toronto and featured in group 
exhibitions at the Columbus Centre (Toronto), PIX FILM Gallery, Spectra 2019 at Gallery 1313 and 365 exhibits (2018 and 2019) and Low-Res show (2019) 
at G44.

Lilianne Schneider
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www.nattasummerky.com

Natta Summerky is a multidisciplinary artist 
based out of Toronto and Amsterdam. In her visu-
al work, she explores relationships among people, 
memory and their surroundings, with a particu-
lar interest in the unnoticed and the hidden. For 
the past few years, she has been documenting 
mankind-made and -altered landscapes, as well 
as studying the nature and the heroes of these 
alterations.
Originally from Ukraine, she received her BA 
from Baltic Film and Media School of Tallinn 
University in Estonia and completed Advanced 
Photography Certificate program at Fanshawe 
College in London (Ontario). Her work has been 
exhibited in Canada and Europe. 

Natta Summerky
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lust4lightphoto@gmail.com | www.lust4lightphoto.com | IG @lust4lightphoto

Celina Virani is an emerging Toronto-based photographer with an interest in documenting the changing landscapes of Toronto. She has always been cap-
tivated by the way humans interact with, occupy and connect with space. Virani graduated with a BFA from Ryerson’s School of Image Arts and continues 
to develop her passion behind the lens working with alternative, digital and historical processes. Her work has been featured at Ryerson University, George 
Brown Waterfront Campus, Gallery 44, The Gladstone Hotel and Art Square Gallery.

Celina Virani
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etherielmusings@gmail.com | vimeo.com/gracewang | IG @etheriel

Grace Wang is a Toronto based artist working within the mediums of photography and cinema. Her experiences as a first generation immigrant and per-
petual wanderer have inspired her to meditate on memory, time and the ephemeral moments of human connection. Wang utilizes the nostalgic language of 
35mm photography; moving between genres of street, landscape and nature. As a filmmaker, Wang has written, directed and produced multiple short films 
that were exhibited internationally at film festivals and on platforms such as CBC, Comcast USA and Air Canada’s in-flight program. The National Film 
Board of Canada, Ontario Arts Council, and the Canada Arts Council have supported Wang’s work. Contact Photography Festival 2020 marks her first 
photography exhibition. 

Grace Wang
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Exhibition: 
November 2 - 21, 2020
Opening reception: 
Thursday, 
November 5, 12 - 5 pm

SPECTRACONTACTPHOTOGRAPHY.COM   MissionCreek(i) by Linda Briskin

Artscape Youngplace
180 Shaw Street 

Spectra is an annual three-part exhibition showcasing the work of members at Gallery 44 Centre for Contemporary 
Photography. Images made in a diverse range of motives and aesthetics have been curated to showcase the talented art-

ists in the Gallery 44 community. The works in Spectra 3 look at the city, the people and buildings in it, and the myriad 
ways in which we as artists try to make meaning and create a lasting connection. Works containing the human figure 

or not, ask the viewer to think about our humanity. This exhibition connects seemingly disparate images and finds their 
commonalities—multiple modes of photography are exhibited. Gallery display curated by Fehn Foss.
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Linda Briskin is a fine-art photographer intrigued by the permeability between the remembered and the imagined, and the ambiguities in what we choose 
to see. She has a passion for nature and seeks lines, shadows, texture and reflections, and images that last only a breath. Undoubtedly, landscape is invented 
through our gaze. In 2018, Briskin was selected for The New Feminist Gaze at Simeon Den Gallery in California. Her photograph Motorcycle Women was 
published in Best of Photography 2018 by Photographers Forum. In 2019, her photographs were published in Tiny Seed Literary Journal, High Shelf Press, 
and Burningword Literary Journal. In 2020, a photo-essay Liminal Animism was published in Canadian Camera. Recently she had a solo show at Helen & 
Hildegard Apothecary, and mounted a mixed-media window installation at Rapp Optical. Upcoming group shows are Luminous at the Heliconian Club in 
Toronto, and Eco-Env-Art at the Museum of Northern History, Kirkland Lake, Ontario.

Linda Briskin

lbriskin@yorku.ca | www.lindabriskinphotography.com
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Gloria Caballero is an artist and independent photographer based in Toronto, Canada. Born in Monterrey, Mexico, she immigrated to Montreal in 2006. 
Her work explores the displacement of culture and traditions as a result of immigration. Through portraiture, she investigates the importance of community 
as a way to preserve, transmit and celebrate cultural identity. She uses documentary photography to investigate clothing, rituals, traditions and personal 
objects as an expression of identity in everyday life. Caballero completed a BFA with a major in photography from Concordia University in 2009 as well as 
a Licenciatura in Graphic Design from Universidad Regiomontana in 1999. 

Gloria Caballero

gloriajcaballero@gmail.com | www.gloriacaballero.ca | @gloriacaballero.photo
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Katherine Childs is a photographer living in Toronto. An interest in front yards and street altars lead Childs to photograph the reflections on window shields 
and the objects found on the dashboards of cars. These images create a visual interplay between an internal and external world. More recently Childs has 
been working with silk screened photographic images printed onto layers of fabric. These works similarly use the visual interplay of layered space to suggest 
narrative meanings. She has a BA from Reed College in Portland Oregon, a diploma from the SMFA school in Boston, and a MFA from the University of 
Washington in Seattle. 

Katherine Childs

kath@khchilds.com | 416.801.4610 | www.hesschilds.com | IG @khchilds  
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Danielle Goshay is a Canadian/American visual artist based in Toronto whose practice includes digital and film photography and experimental/alterna-
tive process. Goshay employs a symbolist approach to nature, street, and abstract photography, drawing connections to universal symbols and associations, 
dream interpretation, and memory. With themes exploring magic realism, mysticism, surrealist automatism, and psychological landscapes and formations, 
her work focuses on the rise of the collective unconscious to the conscious level, and unearthing the void found in deep meditation. Goshay studied at Pitts-
burgh Filmmakers in Pennsylvania. She has exhibited work in Pittsburgh and Toronto and has been published internationally.        

Danielle Goshay

daniellegoshayphotography.com | IG: @daniellegoshay
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andrew@hunter.camera | IG @rexbron

Andrew Hunter is a Toronto-based Canadian artist working in lens-based vi-
sual mediums. Hunter has a keen interest in the changing forms of the built en-
vironments of the modern city and its interplay with the human element that 
inhabits it. Neighbourhood Watch documents the rapid creations of vertical 
private space in the downtown core. These new spaces fundamentally trans-
form the use and the user, the advantaged and dis, the subject and the gaze, all 
nominally for the better. This series was curated from two years of observations 
made after relocating to downtown Toronto from the suburb of Scarborough. 
Hunter graduated from York University’s esteemed BFA in Film Production 
in 2010.  Hunter’s work Neighbourhood Watch as part of Contact 2020 is his 
debut fine art exhibition. 

Andrew Hunter
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Gustavo Jabbaz is an urban photographer and loves Toronto’s buildings and streets, which are the subjects in the series “Toronto Chinatown” for Contact 
2020. Using the digital medium, he relies on imagery editing software to create composite images that distort reality but show what we actually perceive. He 
is currently a member of Gallery 44 and has taken part in the following shows: Salon 44 (2018), Forward group exhibit (2018), and 365 group show (2018). 
Also, Jabbaz has participated in RMG Exposed, the photography auction at The Robert McLaughlin Gallery (2017 and 2018), and his first solo show “Condo 
development” at the Members’ Gallery in Gallery 44.        

Gustavo Jabbaz

gustavo@vacaseca.com | www.vacaseca.com | IG @vacaseca
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Fred Lum is a photojournalist based in Toronto, Canada. His assignments have sent him to the Olympics, and to breaking news events internationally, as 
well across Canada. Aside from iPhone use for social media and working out story ideas, almost all of Lum’s personal, non- assignment work is darkroom 
based gelatin silver fiber prints, photographed with black and white film using cameras ranging from 35mm up to 7x17. Working with this medium offers a 
needed break from the quick turn around of digital work flow, and challenges him to work and see differently.
He’s particularly interested in the changing urban landscape, as well as how people interact and occupy it. With property in northern Ontario, he is commit-
ted to photograph changes, over the long term, to our waterways and forests.

Fred Lum

120shooter@gmail.com
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 kyemarshall@rogers.com | www.kyemarshall.com

Kye Marshall is a photographer, composer and experimental cellist. She brings to her 
photography her experience, vision and discipline as a professional musician. Her 
compositional skills using colour, rhythm, line and form influence her photographs. 
For Contact 2020, Marshall will exhibit Posts on Posts. She photographed messages 
posted on telephone poles throughout her neighbourhood—lost cats, piano lessons, 
help wanted, concerts etc. The paper was rain-washed and weather-worn. As messag-
es accumulated, the original ones got torn or buried. The resulting photographs offer 
a collaged history of a neighbourhood. Marshall has exhibited in group shows at 
many galleries. She has had solo shows at Axis Gallery and Grill, Fairview Library, 
the Canadian Music Centre, Richview Library, Window Box and Yorkville Library.

Kye Marshall
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 info@ivanrupes.com | ivanrupes.com

Ivan Rupeš is a Toronto-based documentary photographer with interests ranging from sports (mainly cycling) to various subjective takes on the intri-
cacies of our relationship with the space that surrounds us which we alter and are altered by in return. This space also includes digital world, such as the 
internet and social media, increasingly oversaturated with images and information of various provenance. Rupeš’ first solo show opens at Galerie Klatovy 
Klenová, Klatovy, Czech Republic (April 4 – June 7, 2020). He was born in what is now the Czech Republic to a family with a significant photographic 
heritage. His grandfather, Jaromír Funke, was one of the pioneers of the modernist photography of the 1920s and 30s. Rupeš started out as a biomedical 
scientist whose research career brought him first to the USA and then to Canada.

Ivan Rupeš 
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ana.vesna0@gmail.com | anavesna0.wixsite.com/anasasicphotography
// threeAna Šašić is a photographer and explorer of places based in Toronto. Her work in urban spaces and the experience of migrating to the hemisphere of migra-

tion informs a study of the character of cities. Recent projects include an exploration of the fragility of memory and cultural identity, set in her home city 
and exhibited last year at Gallery 1313. In Contact 2020, she will present an investigation of turning points at this unique time in the history of Toronto.

Ana Šašic



Dscriven57@gmail.com | davidscrivenphotography.com | IG @davidalbertscriven

David Scriven lives in Little Portugal, a Toronto neighbourhood where he started a daily practice of capturing and sharing photographic images of urban 
life in the streets and laneways. He works primarily with film, using cameras inherited from his father and reconnecting with a straight photography under-
graduate course he took thirty years ago. Grounded in the tradition of documentary photography, Scriven’s images have a restrained style and a fond eye, 
allowing the viewer to recognize often fleeting images from their everyday experience. His current work explores decay/renewal in the urban ecosystem. In 
2019 he participated in two group shows: Work in Progress/Low Res 2019 at Gallery 44 in Toronto, and Dualities at ViewPoint Gallery in Halifax.  He is a 
member of Gallery 44. 
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arcathexis@gmail.com

James Sutherland’s photography is dedicated to the maintenance of healthy Life through mindfulness of its initial miraculous Nature and our specie’s role as 
conscientious protector. His recent work pursues an understanding of Nature’s symbiotic ways and means for our evolution into a sustainable future. 
For Spectra 2020 Sutherland has focused on a vulnerable community as an Anthropocenic metaphor: Finn Slough, on the floodway side of a dyke on the 
lower Fraser delta adjacent Steveston B.C.- a village of utopian socialist Finns who emigrated to B.C. in the nineteenth century.  Living modestly on fishing 
the adjacent waters from their own small island in the tidal river, they present a folk art  assemblage of their culture along a continually evolving facade.  
Glimpses of their sturdy communal endurance peak through their fences, bridges and blackberry hedges on this flood imperiled frontier.
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